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Résumé

Ce système permet d'organiser l'affichage de données
analogiques sur des enregistreurs x-Y ou sur des oscil-
loscopes de stockage. On peut avoir jusqu'à 64 tracés
discrets X-Y affichés dans un format matriciel régulier
et répétable. Ayan; été développé pour afficher rapidement
et pour tracer des données provenant d'inspections par
courant de Foucault faites dans des tubes d'ochangeurs
thermiques, on peut l'employer en direct, mais il est plus
efficace pour transcrire les données d'inspection enre-
gistrées sur bande magnétique.

La valeur du système d'affichage â dispositif séparé a été
largement démontrée lors d'inspections faites iii situ. Ce
système permet de voir en permanence les caractéristiques
des anomalies et il donne à l'analyste des données la
possibilité de suivre deux équipes d'inspection.
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ABSTRACT

This system organizes the display of analog data on X-Y
recorders or storage oscilloscopes. As many as 64 discrete
X-Y plots may be d.'Tliyed in a regular, repeatable 8x8
matrix format. Developed to rapidly display and plot eddy
current inspection data from heat exchanger tubes, it may
be used on line, but is more efficiently used to transcribe
inspection data stored on magnetic tape.

The value of the separated feature display system has been
extensively demonstrated in field inspections; it generates
permanent visible characteristics of anomalies and permits
one data analyst to keep up with two inspection teams.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In eddy current inspection, the two outputs of the

instrument, displayed in an X-Y manner, are used to diagnose

anomalies defected within the test material.

In the past, X-Y recorders were used to display the X-Y

anomaly patterns hut, being slow to respond, these

instruments greatly increased the overall inspection time.

Presently most data interpretation is performed, one pattern

at a time, on storage oscilloscopes. This does not readily

permit comparison of patterns or yield a permanent record.

This report describes an instrument developed to orgrnize the

display of analog data on either X-Y recorders or storage

oscilloscopes. It permits up to sixty-four discrete X-Y

plots to be displayed separately in a regular, repeatable, 8

x 8 matrix format. The instrument was developed to

facilitate eddy current inspection of heat exchanger tubes,

where it may be used for on-line data display, but is most

often used to transcribe inspection data stored on magnetic

tape. The value of the separated feature display controller

has been extensively demonstrated in field inspection; it

permits one data analyst to keep up with two teams of

inspectors In eddy current inspection of heat exchangers.

2. DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

Some storage displays, notably Tektronix model 613 monitors

and the GMA series displays, are designed to be interrogated

by hard copy machines to produce a paper copy of what Is

displayed on the screen. These instruments can be used as

fast replacements of X-Y recorders.
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FIGURE 1 THE SEPARATED FEATURE DISPLAY SYSTEM
PHOTO 8001 - 13866-4



Experience with X-Y recorders has taught us that a series of

patterns logically spaced across the display permits rapid

and accurate comparison of patterns and optimizes storage of

data.

Tests have shown that 64 X-Y patterns, e.g., an 8 x 8 matrix,

can be assembled on mode] 613 ( .15 x .20 m screen) with

adequate separation and f.ize to permit practical

interpretation.

Eddy current inspections are performed on all kinds of

structures. Nuclear power station steam generator tubes are

probably the most demanding. A typical tube will contain

some 40 known anomalies, i.e., tube supports. If 8 more

positions were reserved for additional anomalies, e.g.,

dents, cracks, etc., away from supports, then a complete

steam generator tube should produce less than 48 patterns and

can be safely displayed on an 8 x 6 matrix.

Most other components in large steam systems contain fewer

anomalies, some as few as 7 or 8 supports, and a line could

then conveniently display a complete tube.

Figure 2 shows the anomaly patterns for a U-shaped steam

generator tube containing 39 anomalies including tubesheets,

support plates, a large defect and pilgering noise at the

bend. Positions 37 to 48 were not required although space

was reserved. Note that small differences exist between each

support pattern (positive going Y signals). These are

meaningful differences but cannot be observed unless direct

comparison is made. There are three different types of

support for this tube yielding three different categories of

support signals.
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FIGURE 2 EPDY CURRENT ANOMALY PATTERNS FOR A POWER
STATION STEAM GENERATOR TUBE (Actual Hard copy print)
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Preparing the Data for Display

Assuming we can produce a display consisting of a matrix of

patterns, let us look at how we might wish to prepare the

dat a.

The first requirement is to be able to display the data

exactly as recorded. However, for multiple presentation, the

size of the pattern must usually be reduced and therefore

linear amplitude attenuation is required.

Offsets due to out of balance conditions of the inspection

instrument may h?ve no significance to the data to be

displayed and yet can seriously limit the size of the

displayed data. Manual positioning can correct for this

condition. Suddenly occurring offsets, as may be found due

to a bend in the tube, require a fast-acting zeroing

circuit.

The orientation of the patterns recorded during the

inspection may not be optimum for anomaly interpretation and

pattern rotation may be required.

Small anomaly patterns such as pits in tubes with support

plates causes the screen to be filled with the support plate

patterns. Limiting the size of the support pattern permits

the small anomaly pattern to be pr ,ented in a size practical

for interpretation.

Unrecorded magnetic tape noise, produced whenever the

recorder is switched off during the inspection, obliterates

the data displayed. By detecting this condition and

protecting the displayed data, operator frustration can be

greatly reduced.
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FIGURE 3 THE DISPLAY CONTROLLER
Photo 8001 - 13866-1
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It is recognized that though any or all these means of data

manipulation may be used at any one time, the operator -jay

desire to rapidly observe the original data and therefore

these features are selected by switches.

The controller is shown In Figure 3. Noise rejection in this

model was supplied by a separate unit.

Controls

The position of the X-Y figures is selected by the

positioning matrix. However, the decision when to move to a

new position is under manual control. The operator will

usually prefer to sit in front of the viewing screen and

hence all the most used controls are housed in a hand held

module. These controls consist of erase, initial position,

step, new line, start/stop tape recorder, zero, copy,

store/cursor /ir.d operate/disable. With practice, reliable

feature separation of 4 features per second is possible (this

rate is encountered where support plates are positioned 13 mm

apart and the probe rate is 1/2 m/s).

Applications

This equipment was developed to produce fast hard copy X-Y

plots of eddy current tube inspections including steam

generators. It was designed for versatility, thus it uses

manual decision making to select X-Y features to be

separated. The display format is selected by switches.

The system operates very efficiently and can handle recorded

data from 2 or 3 inspection teams with probe speeds of 1/2

m/s (recorded data time is usually 1/3 of inspection time due

to tube changing and delays).
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The data manipulation functions are often found to be useful,

separate from the display, to improve or correct strip chart

recordings.

Input and output (plots) are analog functions and computers

are not involved so altering che application does not involve

programming.

Other Applications

The display system itself is equivalent to an X-Y recorder

capable of plotting signals from dc signals up to 1 kHz. The

controller permits multiple separated plots yielding as many

as 64 plots to a page.

By multiplexing (switching) the Inputs according to position

a display can be produced capable of presenting relative

behaviour of up to 8 x 8 analog variables. This should find

many applications in monitoring process control.

Operating Experience

Two display systems have been made to date and they have been

used extensively at most of the Nuclear Power Stations in

Canada. X-Y plots are essential for the interpretation of

eddy current data and without this system, large expenditures

of man-hours and power station down-time, would be required to

playback the data on X-Y recorders.

Reliability of these circuits has been excellent (no

component failures). However, the switch controlling the

"step" function has a two million operation life and must be

replaced at regular intervals. A suitable replacement is

under review and circuits to automatically sepaiate features

are under development for later incorporation into the system.
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